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Online agony aunts a
booming business in China
There are hundreds of thousands of “experts” who sell their advice in thriving Internet forums
Shanghai
WONDERING if you have a sex addiction? Have a question about the
US-China trade war’s likely impact? Or
about whether to buy a house?
China’s online question-and-answer
mavens like Gu Zhongyi are there for
you.
Mr Gu, a nutritionist, is among hundreds of thousands of “experts” who
sell their advice in thriving Chinese Internet forums where they serve as
Web-based agony aunts.
Chinese often have nowhere else
to turn – the Communist government's controls on information, especially on sensitive topics like the
trade war and sex, makes some information hard to come by, and consulting professionals in person costs
too much for many people.

Around 10,000 questions per day
were asked last year via “Wenda” (“Q &
A”), a function on dominant Chinese
social media platform Weibo where
financial, health and professional experts – often self-appointed – earn
money with each response.
Mr Gu quit his nutritionist job at a
top Beijing hospital last year to focus
on Wenda, establishing himself as a
go-to guy for masses of young mothers with questions on nutrition for
their babies. “I think it is more meaningful to do a job that can impact
more people. Wenda is a win-win,”
said Mr Gu, who supplements his online income writing pay-for-access articles, and also books.
Many Wenda pundits are credentialled experts, but many more become authorities merely by drawing
enough of a following.

They set a rate, typically between
100-200 yuan (S$20-S$40) per question, answering those of their choosing.
More money comes in via “snooping”, in which other users pay one
yuan each to view answers to previously asked questions.
Fuelled by China’s ubiquitous use
of mobile-phone payments, snooping
of hot topics can bring in tens of thousands of yuan per answer, which is
split between the asker, the expert
and Weibo.
“You need to find the time to go to
a hospital or to buy a book. But the
time and money you spend on it are
costly. But I can just give the answers
to you,” Mr Gu said.
One of Wenda’s more popular experts is “Queen C-Cup”, whose iden-
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tity and qualifications are unknown
but who has established herself as an
oracle on sex, with more than six million followers.
Open discussion of sex is still
frowned upon in China, and Queen
C-Cup has complained of being harassed online.
But Wenda grants a degree of anonymity to those asking questions,
who seek Queen C-Cup's advice on
everything from jazzing up one’s sex
life to grappling with domestic violence or the anguish of forced marriages.
Her fees range up to several hundred yuan and her answers are heavily snooped.
Wenda is becoming an important
part of China’s knowledge economy,
Beijing-based Internet research company Sootoo Institute said in a recent
report.
The number of people willing to
pay for knowledge on Wenda or use
other forms of paid content or articles
doubled in 2017 to nearly 188 million
people, it said.
The dragged-out US-China trade
tussle has spurred a wave of questions, especially because China’s government – ever wary of potential social instability – has largely stifled discussion of the dispute’s impact.
“Is there any way China and the US
may reconcile? How will we ordinary
folks be affected?” one Wenda user
asked recently, while countless others seek advice like whether to stock
up now on certain goods.
China’s rising housing prices are
another top subject that has minted
countless “experts”, including Wang
Sicong.
An investor and son of a top
Chinese business tycoon, Mr Wang
was recently asked – for a fee of
10,000 yuan – whether young urban
residents should use their parents’
savings to buy homes.
The answer – renting may be a better choice, Mr Wang said – was
snooped nearly one million times. AFP

SP Group chairman Mohd Hassan Marican (centre) presenting the
cheque for S$628,888 to Community Chest chairman Phillip Tan (right).
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SP Group tees off
for a good course,
raises S$628,888
Over 140 golfers put their
skills to the test at the
S’pore Island Country Club
Singapore
WHILE the weather last week was
largely a gloomy affair, that did not
stop more than 90 individuals and
organisations making up grid provider SP Group and its business partners from teeing off for a good
“course”.
Held on Sept 7, SP Group’s Charity
Golf event took place at the Singapore
Island Country Club where 144
golfers put their skills to the test.
Through the event, SP Group
raised S$628,888 for beneficiaries of
elderly programmes under Community Chest through the SP Heartware Fund. These include pro-

grammes run by AMKFSC Community Services.
The funds raised will be used to
provide vital services such as
befriending, rehabilitation, counselling, caregiver support and community homes’ services.
Since the inception of the SP Heartware Fund in 2005, SP Group has
raised about S$14.5 million for its
elderly beneficiaries, through contributions from staff, customers and
business partners. SP matches all
staff donations dollar for dollar.
Said Catherine Teo, SP Group’s
head of corporate services and chairperson of the charity golf committee:
“This year, we have a record number
of individuals and organisations
donating to a worthy cause. We are
grateful for their continued support
every year. Their generosity will go a
long way to help the beneficiaries
lead meaningful lives.”
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

Across
1 Men have one-legged race
that raises cash for the
needy? (8)
5 In sleep I composed great
story (4)
9 Notice match is no great
shakes (8)
10 Fork for example used the
wrong way getting journalist
sacked (6)
11 Ninety in Brussels seem
unexpectedly sorry (6,2)
12 Avoid being opponents in
game with champ (6)
14 Stirring cancan? Yes, when
principal among dancers is
in command... (10)
18 ...much-loved touring
company is revealing talents
(10)
22 This person about to appear
twice, carrying on like a
superstar? (6)
23 Something one’s burning to
sing about? (8)
24 Anger over admitting team
will get special potion (6)
25 A very wearing foxtrot, say,
with daughter, 18 (8)
26 List of soldiers needing
uniform (4)
27 American should avoid some
russet apples from here? (8)

starts at 7am? Mere cheek!
(8)
7 What’s under pet whiskers
maybe beginning to grow
infectious (8)
8 On edge, using B-roads? (8)
9 Eager to say yes but not able
to give the last word (4)
13 Leave pit with effort – drive!
(3-2-3-2)
15 Two stages of divorce
making bit of a bad shock?
(5,3)
16 One should be bagged by
postmen – unfortunately it
leads to issue in post (8)
17 Power soiree perhaps
attended by underling (8)
19 Kind of drug I consumed
after work (6)
20 Endlessly talk about sports
event (6)
21 Proof of ownership that’s
overturned all the same (4)

Down
2 Yank’s right to interrupt
old-fashioned waitress? (6)
3 Pumpkin cordial (6)
4 Pythonesque topic about film,
independent looking on the
bright side of life (10)
6 Where the German invasion

Down: 2 Overshot, 3 Slim,
4 Empathetic, 5 Oriole,
6 Bravado, 7 The other side,
8 Survey, 11 Broken hearts,
14 Groundsman,
17 Partisan, 19 Treadle,
21 Ingles, 22 Bacall, 25 Snap

Snakes on a plate: Vietnam’s coiled cuisine
Yen Bai, Vietnam
WITH their meat served up in a wide array
of dishes and blood added to rice wine,
snakes make a reputedly satisfying – and
nourishing – meal in Vietnam.
Caught in the jungles of the north of the
country, snake flesh is traditionally believed to help with cooling overheated
body temperatures, relieving headaches
and easing digestion.
Restaurants will cook it steamed or
fried with lemongrass and chilli and serve
it with a rice wine mixed with snake blood,
said chef Dinh Tien Dung, who works at a
restaurant in Yen Bai province three hours
northwest of the capital Hanoi.
Holding a snake’s head with one hand,
Dinh Tien Dung slit its body near the head
with a knife and squeezed blood out of it,
dripping it into a cup of rice wine. “We
make use of every part of the snake except
its head and its scales,” said the
32-year-old. Locals believe that only men
over 50 should drink snake wine, as
younger males are likely to experience
“backache or impotence”, said restaurant
owner Duong Duc Doc.
As for its flesh, the benefits to eating it
are numerous, said snake-catcher Dang
Quoc Khanh, a 35-year-old who has been
trapping serpents in the jungle since he
was a young boy.

Clockwise from above: Chef Dinh Tien Dung serving snake dishes at a speciality
restaurant in Vietnam’s Yen Bai province; the chef preparing to cook a snake
while an assistant looks on; hunter Dang Quoc Khanh has been trapping serpents
in the jungle since he was a young boy. PHOTOS: AFP

“Snake meat
is a very good
food,” he said,
“It’s delicious,
good for your
health and good
for your bones.”
But wildlife
expert Ioana
Dungler from
Four Paws International said
killing
wild
snakes and disturbing the jungles’ ecosystem is unnecessary as global meat production should be
sufficient. “The whole process of these animals ending on a plate or in a drink is very
painful... and it’s done for purposes that
are not justified,” Ms Dungler told AFP. AFP

Olivia Newton-John diagnosed
with cancer for third time

YESTERDAY’S SOLUTION
Across: 1 Hors de combat,
9 Luke, 10 Implicate,
12 Revise, 13 Stalwart,
15 Keyboarder, 16 Pose,
18 Note, 20 Luminaries,
23 Emeralds, 24 Staged,
26 Red salmon, 27 Sees,
28 Shetland pony
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Sydney
OLIVIA Newton-John, the Australian singer
who found worldwide fame in the hit
movie Grease (1978) , has revealed she has
been diagnosed with cancer for the third
time.
The 69-year-old told Australian television broadcaster Channel Seven that doctors had discovered a tumour at the base
of her spine.
She has since undergone radiation treatment, and is also treating the disease with
natural therapies such as the use of cannabis oil.
“I’m still treating it, and I’m treating it
naturally and doing really well, yeah,” she
told the network late on Sunday from her
home in California.
Newton-John was diagnosed with
breast cancer in 1992, but beat the disease.
In 2013, she found out that she had cancer
in her shoulder.
The entertainer said she has moments
of despair, but is keeping positive.

“There are moments. I’m human. So if I
allow myself to go there, I could easily create that, you know, big fear,” she added.
Newton-John, a supporter of cancer
charities since her first diagnosis, said she
was also hopeful growing cannabis for personal medicinal use would become legal in
Australia, like in California.
“In California it’s legal to grow a certain
amount of plants for your own medicinal
purposes. So he (husband John Easterling)
makes me tinctures. It’s hard to say, they
help with pain,” she said.
“I’m very lucky that I live in a state
where it’s legal and that I have a husband
that is a plant-medicine man.
“My dream is that, in Australia soon, it
will be available to all the cancer patients
and people going through cancer that
causes pain.”
In Australia, medicinal cannabis is legal
by prescription from doctors for certain illnesses, although the laws governing its
use varies from state to state. AFP
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Newton-John (above) told Australian TV
broadcaster Channel Seven that doctors had
discovered a tumour at the base of her spine.

